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In April, 2018 I attended and presented at the American Educational Research Conference 

(AERA). I organized and chaired the symposia titled, The Critical Role of Audience in Digital 

Writing. 

 

Papers on this panel reflect the work of literacy scholars interrogating the multifaceted ways in 

which young people are navigating and negotiating audience across public, digital terrain. Digital 

technologies offer novel methods for audience engagement across local and distal networked 

public spaces. Panel papers reflect diverse participants’ strategic attentiveness to dynamic 

conceptualizations of audience specific to youth’s digital composition when shared in public 

spaces. Panelists share a vested interest in understanding the implications for youth literacies and 

learning that are shaped through these complex negotiations. Papers reflect cutting edge 

scholarship exploring the implications for youth digital composition when writing is 

disseminated publicly. 

 

I presented the paper titled, “There’s football Gabriel, and there’s Gabriel, Gabriel:” Negotiating 

double-consciousness during digital personal storytelling for public consumption.” A common 

aspect of digital storytelling involves sharing completed projects with a public audience. Thus, in 

practice, digital storytelling often renders the personal public. Peers are an author’s primary 

audience. While some studies have documented how youth authors account for audience (see, 

Hull & Katz, 2006; Nelson & Hull, 2008; Nelson, Hull, & Roche-Smith, 2008; Pahl, 2011), there 

is less attention to how youth intentionally compose with their peer audience in mind. To address 

this under-explored aspect of the increasingly common inclusion of digital storytelling in 

classrooms, this paper examines one student’s strategic negotiations of audience when 

composing a private story for public consumption.  The case study analysis was guided by the 

following question: How does Gabriel, an African American high school senior, anticipate and 

navigate peer audience when composing a digital autobiography that will be publicly shared in 

his English classroom? Scholarship on digital storytelling predominantly investigates how youth 

navigate telling stories with the many the affordances enabled via digital software and 

technologies (Curwood & Gibbons, 2010; Hull & Katz, 2006). I drew on poststructural feminist 

scholarship (Butler, 2011; Davies, 2000; Foucault, 2012) to critically read (Luke, 1995) the 

discourses Gabriel engaged throughout his digital storytelling process. A close analysis of his 

composing and revision process, as reflected in his talk and his edits to his pre-writing document, 

shows how Gabriel shifted his narrative away from a focus on his felt, private identity (“Gabriel, 

Gabriel”) and toward his perception of the public identity expected by his peers (“football 

Gabriel”). Further, my analysis demonstrated how the particular revisions Gabriel made and his 

talk about his negotiations of audience were connected to racialized discourses surrounding his 

experiences living as a young Black male in the United States.   

 

During the symposia and conference, I had the opportunity to speak with leading literacy 

scholars whose research aligns with mine and whose work this paper is building from. I was also 

able to network with colleagues at other universities during the Writing and Literacies SIG 

events.  

 


